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Item # (Optional)



Married With{out} Spouses empowers women to strive for excellence in Christ! The reader will learn how to successfully live as a daughter of the King. 
In this book, you will find four Biblical examples of women who were married to unsaved husbands: Deborah, Abigail, Eunice and Naomi. Each story identifies a unique type of woman, man, marriage and outcome that will encourage the reader to examine her own situation and compare it to the Word of God. She will become aware of the victory and dynamic ministry the Lord has ordained specifically for her! file_3.unknown
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Price: $11.95
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Luxurious, super-lathering shampoo infused with healing essential oils and organic shea butter. 
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Price: $7.95 
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Clean, light conditioner that gently conditions long hair without weighing it down with waxes or synthetic coatings. Infused with healing, nurturing essential oils, jojoba oil and shea butter. 
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Price: $7.95 
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UNCUT Hair Oil is the perfect blend of organic jojoba and hemp seed oils blended with healing essential oils. 
It can be heated and applied as an intensive conditioning oil treatment or leave-in styling conditioner. 
UNCUT infuses hair with rejuvenating minerals and vitamins to restore your natural hair’s strength and vitality. 
This oil is perfect for softening long,frayed and fragile hair. A must have for the woman who wants to grow strong luscious locks! 
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Grow is specially formulated for hair that has been damaged or over processed. It is a deep conditioning hair mask made with shea butter, a blend of jojoba and hemp seed oils. Healing essential oils are added to help to de-stress, soothe and soften dry hair. 
Grow can be applied as an intensive conditioning mask or leave-in styling conditioner. It helps shield hair by locking in moisture and infusing hair with rejuvenating minerals and vitamins to restore your natural hair’s strength and vitality. 
Grow is a superb product that is beneficial to Anglo and African-American hair.
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  UNCUT Complete Haircare System 1 file_36.unknown
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Complete set of UNCUT Haircare including: 
Shampoo
Conditioner 
UNCUT Hair Oil
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Price: $25.50
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UNCUT Complete Haircare System 2 file_40.unknown
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Complete set of UNCUT Haircare including: 
Shampoo
Conditioner 
GROW Intensive Conditioner
SAVE $2.35 file_41.unknown
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